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Abstract
The paper presents the idea of using support vector machine algorithm in a tool wear identification system in chipboard 
drilling. The indirect sources of information about tool wear were: feed force, cutting torque, acceleration of jig vibration, 
audible noise, and ultrasonic acoustic emission signals. The drills were classified (analogous to traffic rules) as “Green” 
(able to work), “Yellow” (warning state) or “Red” (unable to work–replacement needed).

1 Introduction

One of the main obstacles to the further development of 
automation in woodmachining is the inability to create 
autonomous tool condition monitoring (TCM) systems. 
This is true in spite of the fact that advanced research works 
on this issue have been going on for about 20 years (e.g., 
Lemaster et al. 2000; Szwajka and Górski 2006; Wilkowski 
and Górski 2011; Górski et al. 2019). Nowadays, we are 
standing at the threshold of the fourth industrial revolu-
tion (Industrie 4.0) and we simply need i.a. “autonomous 
devices, sensors and machines that monitor themselves” 
(Bergweiler 2016). This paper presents an idea of using 
support vector machine (SVM) algorithm in TCM system 
in chipboard drilling. The SVM is one of the most efficient 
classification algorithms (Scholkopf and Smola 2002). It is 
a feedforward network of one hidden layer (the kernel func-
tion layer) known for its good generalization ability. The 
learning problem of SVM is formulated as the task of sepa-
rating the learning vectors into two classes of the destina-
tion values either di = 1 (one class) or di = − 1 (the opposite 
class), with the maximal separation margin. This margin 
is formed in the learning stage using the assumed value of 

the regularization constant C providing some immunity of 
classifier to the noise.

2  Materials and methods

A standard CNC router, six tungsten carbide drill bits (five 
experimental and one control) and melamine faced chip-
board were used. Every experimental drill was exposed to 
seven or eight work cycles (during which a predetermined 
number of holes were drilled). This has gradually changed 
the drills’ state from brand new to absolutely worn. The 
extent of the wear of the external corner [W (mm)] was 
adopted as a drill condition indicator and periodically 
(between work cycles) monitored using a microscope 
(Mitutoyo TM-500). Based on this, the drill immediately 
got classified (analogous to traffic rules) as “Green” (for 
W < 0.2 mm), “Yellow” (0.2 mm < W < 0.35 mm) or “Red” 
(W > 0.35 mm). “Green” means “able to continue working”, 
“Yellow” is “warning state” and “Red” means “unable to 
work–replacement needed”. After such identification, the 
drill was sent to the research stand, which was set up to 
measure the following: feed force, cutting torque, accelera-
tion of jig vibration, audible noise and ultrasonic acoustic 
emission (Fig. 1). There it was used to make a series of 
5  holes, recording the aforementioned signals. Then, a 
series of 3 holes was made using the control drill (which 
was “Green” all the time).

After the experimental research was completed, the 
standard machine learning algorithm was performed using 
MATLAB environment. The SVM of the Gaussian kernel 
was used in the present solution. The hyperparameters σ 
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of the Gaussian function and the regularization constant C 
were adjusted by repeating the learning experiments for the 
set of their predefined values and choosing the best one at 
the “training data” sets. The optimal values of these param-
eters were γ = 0,001 and C = 75. The “training data” was 
the database concerning five drills (there were always four 
experimental drills and the control drill), which covered both 
knowledge of their real current condition (“Green”, “Yel-
low” or “Red”), as well as features of all signals recorded 
with their participation on the measuring stand. All fea-
tures used in the study were extracted by means of standard 
functions available in MATLAB (total number of features 
was 455). The “test data” included features of all signals 
recorded with 1 experimental drill, which had not been used 
to create the “training data” set. Then, the SVM algorithm 
was activated in order to identify the current condition of the 
test drill based only on the features of signals included in the 
“test data” set. The five different options of the “test data” 
(including, one by one, each of the five experimental drills) 
were set up. Thus, the five separate tests were performed, but 
only one total confusion matrix was determined.

3  Results and discussion

The effectiveness of the SVM algorithm can be analyzed 
based on the confusion matrix (Table 1). In this table the 
rows represent the tool conditions resulting from (not always 
perfect) the choice of the SVM classifier, and columns reflect 
the real tool conditions (established by the microscopic 
observations). In the cells located on the diagonal (from the 

upper left to the lower right corner), there are percentages 
that show the frequency of perfect recognition of the drill 
condition. It means that the overall accuracy of classification 
was 81.4% (30.2% + 14.0% + 37.2). Moreover, there was no 
fatal confusion between “Green” and “Red” drills (in the 
upper right and lower left corner, 0% can be seen).

4  Conclusion

The overall accuracy of tool wear identification based on 
SVM algorithm was satisfactory, especially that the real 
“Red” drill was never recognized as the “Green” drill and 
vice versa (this kind of confusion would be unacceptable 
from a practical point of view). Moreover, the real “Red” 
drill was never considered to be the “Yellow” drill.
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Fig. 1  Scheme of research stand and cutting parameters used in the experiment

Table 1  Confusion matrix (total number of identification cases: 215)

Output tool condition “Green” 30.2% 4.7% 0%
“Yellow” 4.7% 14.0% 0%
“Red” 0% 9.3% 37.2%

“Green” “Yellow” “Red”
Target tool condition
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